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QUESTION 1

Regarding the NAC statement, what is wrong with the following description? 

A. NAC (Network Admission Control) is called network admission control. 

B. NAC is an end-to-end security architecture that includes 802.1x, MAC and Portal authentication. 

C. NAC access terminal equipment, if you need Portal authentication, you need to install client software. 

D. NAC access terminals use 802.1x authentication, you need to install client software. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is NOT the management frame of 802.11s routing protocol? 

A. RANN 

B. PREQ 

C. PREP 

D. PS-Poll 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An engineer cannot establish a connection with the AD server during the configuration of the Agile Controller. The
engineer checks the IP address of the AD directory server and the synchronization account and password are correct.
The configuration of the AD directory server is not configured. The detailed configuration is shown in the following figure.
What is the cause of this problem? 

A. Synchronization type error 

B. The authentication source name is incorrect. 

C. Port error 

D. Base DN error E. SSL is not enabled 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

In intelligent roaming, for a terminal that supports 802.1v, the AP can assign a target AP to it, requiring it to roam
actively without kicking the user off the line. 
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A. Correct 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

As shown in the figure, the main lobe of the directional antenna has a broadband width of 31 degrees. What is the angle
between the two MPs on the right? 

A. 20 degrees 

B. 30 degrees 

C. 40 degrees 

D. 60 degrees 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

On a WLAN network, AP group ap-group1 and WIDS profile wids1 are configured. Which of the following is the correct
configuration to enable WIDS device detection? 

A. [AC-wlan-view]ap-group name ap-group1 [AC-wlan-ap-group-ap-groupl]radio 0 [AC-wlan-group-radio-ap-
groupl/0]work-mode monitor [AC-wlan-group-radio-ap-groupi/0]wids device detect enable 

B. [AC-wlan-view]ap-id 0 [AC-wlan-ap-0]radio 0 [AC-wlan-radio-0/0]work-mode monitor [AC-wlan-radio-0/0]wids device
detect enable 

C. [AC-wlan-view]wids-profile name wids1 [AC-wlan-wids-prof-widsl]device detect enable 

D. [AC-wlan-view]wids-profile name wids1 [AC-wlan-wids-prof-widsl]wids device detect enable 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about global calibration algorithms are TRUE? (Multiple Choice) 

A. The core of the Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) algorithm is the exhaustion and iteration algorithms, which list all
possible AP-Channel combinations and choose the optimal combination. 

B. The Transmit Power Control (TPC) algorithm aims to choose a proper transmit power which can meet coverage
requirements of an AP. 

C. Interference specified by the lower interference threshold is low, and within the allowed range. Two neighbor APs
cannot detect interference from each other and can send packets simultaneously. 
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D. If the interference caused by a neighbor is smaller than the lower interference threshold, the algorithm determines
whether to reduce the transmit power according to the difference between the interference caused by the neighbor and
the lower interference threshold. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Regarding the description of roaming, is the following statement correct? 

A. STA roaming refers to the process in which a STA switches from one AP to another. 

B. The IP addresses of STAs in Layer 2 and Layer 3 roaming will not change. 

C. In order to achieve roaming between two APs, the models of the two APs need to be the same. 

D. When the AC receives the association/re-association request, it should be treated as a roaming user as long as it
finds that the current user entry already exists. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 9

The following description of the directional antenna is wrong? 

A. Directional antennas are radiated in a range of angles on a horizontal pattern, which is commonly referred to as a
directional antenna. 

B. The directional antenna has the strongest energy gathering ability, and the direction of the signal is very good. 

C. When the number of remote link points is small, or the angular orientation is quite concentrated, the use of directional
antennas is the most effective solution. 

D. Directional antennas have only the main flap for practical use, so the side lobes can be ignored. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following commands can be used to create a radio tuning template? 

A. [AC-wlan-view] rrm-profile name wlan-net 

B. [AC-wlan-view] regulatory-domain-profile name domain1 

C. [AC-wlan-view] wired-port-profile name wired-port 

D. [AC-wlan-view] ap-system-profile name mesh-sys 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

A company needs to build a large Layer 3 WLAN to cover its office building. There are a large number of employees in
the office building and they usually connect to the company WLAN at the entrance and then move to their own work
locations. 

The company has deployed a wired network and developed a mature wired network management mechanism. The
company requires that the newly deployed WLAN be managed and maintained uniformly with the wired network. The IP
address of the AC is 172.168.11.1. 

Which of the following operations performed by network engineers are CORRECT during WLAN planning? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. To facilitate unified wired and wireless network management, adopt the "Chassis switch+ACU2" architecture and
configure wired and wireless convergence. 

B. Because the company has a large number of employees and they all connect to the WLAN at the office building
entrance, configure VLAN Pool to address the challenge of too many IP address requests in certain areas. 

C. On a large WLAN, an AC manages many APs. To facilitate unified management and maintenance, add APs
connected to the AC to the same AP group. 

D. On a Layer 3 WLAN, set the Option 43 field to 030B3137322E3136382E31312E31 on the Windows 2003 DHCP
server. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following statements about precautions for HSB configuration is FALSE? 

A. When configuring dual-link HSB, you need to run the commit command on the active AC to deliver the configuration
to APs after completing service configurations on both the active and standby ACs. 

B. When configuring dual-link HSB, you need to run the commit command on the active AC to deliver the configuration
to APs after completing service configurations on the active AC. Then perform configurations on the standby AC. 

C. When configuring dual-link HSB, ensure that active and standby ACs deliver the same WLAN service configuration to
an AP. If the configurations are inconsistent, the AP may not work properly after an active/standby switchover between
ACs. 

D. During an active/standby switchover between two ACs, services forwarded through the tunnel may be interrupted
because the switchover takes a long time. New users cannot go online and online users cannot roam between APs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

To improve reliability of the CAPWAP link between the AP and AC on a large WLAN, users can set a higher DSCP
priority for CAPWAP management packets. 
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A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following are the Agile Controller authorization elements? 

A. SSID 

B. Time 

C. Device name 

D. IP address 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 15

During deployment of a long-distance point-to-point RF communication link, what is the distance between the receive
and transmit antennas when impact of the Earth curvature should be considered? 

A. 3.3 km 

B. 5.3 km 

C. 7.3 km 

D. 11.3 km 

Correct Answer: D 
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